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Abstract

Existing knowledge-grounded dialogue sys-001
tems typically use finetuned versions of a pre-002
trained language model (LM) and large-scale003
knowledge bases. These models typically fail004
to generalize on topics outside of the knowl-005
edge base, and require maintaining separate006
potentially large checkpoints each time fine-007
tuning is needed. In this paper, we aim to008
address these limitations by leveraging the009
inherent knowledge stored in the pretrained010
LM as well as its powerful generation abil-011
ity. We propose a multi-stage prompting ap-012
proach to generate knowledgeable responses013
from a single pretrained LM. We first prompt014
the LM to generate knowledge based on the015
dialogue context. Then, we further prompt it016
to generate responses based on the dialogue017
context and the previously generated knowl-018
edge. Results show that our knowledge gener-019
ator outperforms the state-of-the-art retrieval-020
based model by 5.8% when combining knowl-021
edge relevance and correctness. In addition,022
our multi-stage prompting outperforms the023
finetuning-based dialogue model in terms of024
response knowledgeability and engagement by025
up to 10% and 5%, respectively. Furthermore,026
we scale our model up to 530 billion parame-027
ters and demonstrate that larger LMs improve028
the generation correctness score by up to 10%,029
and response relevance, knowledgeability and030
engagement by up to 10%.1031

1 Introduction032

Dialogue systems face the problem of producing033

bland and generic outputs that are devoid of con-034

tent (Wolf et al., 2019; Holtzman et al., 2019; Ma035

et al., 2020). Recent efforts have been made to036

address these concerns by grounding dialogue re-037

sponses on a source of knowledge (Dinan et al.,038

2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019; San-039

thanam et al., 2020; Prabhumoye et al., 2021).040

1Our code is available at annoymous.com.

Figure 1: Our proposed framework (MSDP) for the
knowledgeable dialogue generation.

Therefore, building a knowledgeable dialogue sys- 041

tem has become one of the key milestone tasks in 042

conversational research. 043

Current knowledge-grounded dialogue systems 044

highly rely on a massive external knowledge cor- 045

pus for a retrieval model to obtain relevant knowl- 046

edge (Dinan et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Zhao 047

et al., 2020), which inevitably brings several limita- 048

tions. First, retrieval systems are constrained to the 049

size and domains of the database, and they cannot 050

generalize to out-of-domain topics that are not cov- 051

ered by the database. Second, retrieval from a mas- 052

sive corpus takes substantial resources. Reimers 053

and Gurevych (2021) show that it is more difficult 054

for the state-of-the-art retrieval model (Karpukhin 055

et al., 2020) to retrieve relevant knowledge when 056

the size of the database increases. The larger 057

database increases the chance that an irrelevant 058

document is closer to the query embedding than 059

the relevant document. 060

We aim to address these limitations by using 061

a relatively small database and a pretrained lan- 062

guage model (LM) (Shoeybi et al., 2019; Brown 063

et al., 2020) as an additional source of knowledge to 064

ground a dialogue system. Since the LM inherently 065

stores a variety of knowledge (Petroni et al., 2019), 066

it can help dialogue systems generalize to out-of- 067

domain topics that are not explicitly present in the 068

database. We propose a prompt-based approach to 069

directly generate the context-relevant knowledge 070
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from the LM. Specifically, we select a few dialogue071

contexts and their associated knowledge from the072

database to be given as prompts to the LM for the073

knowledge generation. These samples are chosen074

such that the dialogue contexts are semantically075

closer to the current dialogue context.076

Moreover, finetuning LMs, which current dia-077

logue systems rely on, could lead to overfitting078

when the finetuning dataset is relatively small.079

Also, gigantic LMs like GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020)080

and the recent 530B (Patwary et al., 2021), may081

only be available through APIs. Hence, finetuning082

them on the dialogue task might not be a feasi-083

ble solution. To bypass the finetuning process, we084

propose to further prompt the LM to generate the085

response based on the dialogue context and previ-086

ously generated knowledge. We select a few dia-087

logue contexts and corresponding knowledge and088

responses to be given as prompts to the LM for the089

response generation. The samples are chosen such090

that their responses are knowledgeable and highly091

conditioned on the corresponding knowledge.092

In summary, we present a novel Multi-Stage093

Dialogue Prompting (MSDP) framework, which094

consists of a first-stage prompting for the knowl-095

edge generation and a second-stage prompting for096

the response generation. Our framework does not097

need any finetuning or updates to the pretrained098

weights of the LM, can generate relevant and factu-099

ally correct knowledge, and is effective at produc-100

ing knowledgeable and engaging responses.101

Our contributions are summarized as follows:102

• We propose a novel multi-stage prompting103

framework for knowledgeable dialogue gener-104

ation that only uses a single LM and does not105

require any finetuning.106

• We show that for in-domain dialogue topics,107

our knowledge generator can outperform the108

state-of-the-art retrieval model by 5.8% when109

combining relevance and correctness, and it110

can also better generalize to out-of-domain111

topics by a 6.4 F1-score improvement.112

• We show that MSDP can outperform the113

finetuning-based dialogue model for response114

knowledgeability and engagement by up to115

10% and 5%, respectively.116

• We scale our technique up to a 530-billion-117

parameter LM and demonstrate that larger118

LMs improve the generation correctness score119

Figure 2: Prompting for the knowledge generation.

by up to 10%, and response relevance, knowl- 120

edgeability and engagement by up to 10%. 121

2 Framework 122

Our proposed multi-stage dialogue prompting 123

(MSDP) framework is illustrated in Figure 1. It 124

consists of a knowledge generator and a dialogue 125

generator, both using the same pretrained LM. The 126

knowledge generator produces relevant knowledge 127

to the input topic and dialogue history, while the 128

dialogue generator generates engaging and knowl- 129

edgeable responses based on the dialogue context 130

and the generated knowledge. 131

We denote the input topic as t, the input dialogue 132

history as h, the last dialogue turn as h∗, and a 133

database of samples as D. Each data sample in D is 134

denoted by di, and consists of a topic ti, a dialogue 135

history hi with the last turn as h∗i , corresponding 136

knowledge ki, and a response ri. 137

2.1 Knowledge Generator 138

To bypass the dependence on a large-scale knowl- 139

edge base, we propose a prompt-based knowledge 140

generation approach, which uses a relatively small 141

database (about 70K samples) and a pretrained LM 142

to generate context-relevant knowledge. As shown 143

in Figure 2, the knowledge generation consists of 144

sample selection and knowledge generation. 145

Sample Selection We hypothesize that selecting 146

appropriate samples as prompts is the key to gener- 147

ating high-quality knowledge sentences. Intuitively, 148

leveraging the knowledge from similar topics or 149

dialogue context can help the LM to generate con- 150

textually relevant and factually correct knowledge 151

sentences. Hence, we propose a query-based sam- 152

ple selection method, which aims to search similar 153
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samples from D based on the input query (q). To154

ensure that the selected examples are relevant to155

the query, we utilize a pretrained sentence encoder156

(SE) (Devlin et al., 2019; Karpukhin et al., 2020)157

to obtain the representations for the query and each158

data sample (di) in D. Then, we calculate the simi-159

larity between the query and each sample using the160

dot product of their representations:161

Sim(q, di) = SE(t+ h)ᵀ · SE(ti + hi),162

where the input of the SE is a concatenation of163

the topic and dialogue history. Finally, we select n164

samples that have the highest similarity scores to q.165

This selection process can be done efficiently since166

the database is relatively small.167

Knowledge Generation Inspired by the few168

shot approach in Brown et al. (2020), feeding the169

pretrained LM with suitable and intuitive prompts170

can allow it to generate relevant content. The171

template of the constructed prompts is illustrated172

in Figure 2. Concretely, the prompt for the ith173

sample (prompti, i ∈ [1, n]) is “(h∗i ) ti ⇒ ki”2,174

and the prompt for the current dialogue context175

(promptcurr) is “(h∗) t⇒”, where we use the sym-176

bol “⇒” to guide the LM for knowledge genera-177

tion. We only use the last dialogue turn to construct178

prompts because the previous turns are mostly not179

relevant to the knowledge, and adding redundant in-180

formation could lead to negative effects for knowl-181

edge generation. Given that ki usually has a closer182

connection with ti than h∗i , we put ki closer to ti183

than h∗i in the prompts. Finally, we concatenate184

the constructed prompts using “\n” and feed them185

into the LM to generate the knowledge:186

k′ = LM(prompt1\n ... promptn\n promptcurr)187

where k′ denotes the generated knowledge for the188

input. Since “\n” is used to separate the prompts,189

the model will start generating “\n” followed by190

another random example after finishing the knowl-191

edge generation. Hence, we consider the generated192

sentence before “\n” as k′.193

2.2 Dialogue Generator194

The architecture of our proposed dialogue genera-195

tor is illustrated in Figure 3. Finetuning a LM could196

lead to overfitting when the finetuning dataset is197

relatively small. In addition, since usually one can198

2For example, ( I love pizza ) Pizza ⇒ Pizza is a traditional
Italian dish typically topped with tomato sauce and cheese.

Figure 3: Prompting for the dialogue response gener-
ation. We use comprehensive words (denoted in red
color) to connect the dialogue history, knowledge and
response for the prompt construction.

only access to the gigantic LMs, like GPT-3 (Brown 199

et al., 2020) and the recent 530B (Patwary et al., 200

2021) using only APIs, finetuning them might not 201

be a feasible solution. Therefore, we propose to 202

circumvent the finetuning by prompting the pre- 203

trained LM for the response generation, which re- 204

quires only a few dialogue examples. To generate 205

knowledgeable and engaging responses, we focus 206

on how to select samples and how to effectively 207

prompt the LM for the response generation. 208

Sample Selection One of the essential skills for 209

the knowledgeable dialogue model is to effectively 210

leverage the knowledge produced in the first stage, 211

in order to make the generated responses knowl- 212

edgeable. Considering that we can provide the LM 213

with only a few dialogue samples, it could be diffi- 214

cult for it to learn how to generate a response based 215

on the knowledge unless there are strong connec- 216

tions between the dialogue response and knowledge 217

in the samples that we provide. Hence, we focus 218

on selecting the samples in which the responses are 219

knowledgeable and highly conditioned on the cor- 220

responding ground truth knowledge. Concretely, 221

for each example in the database, we calculate how 222

much ground truth knowledge accounts for the di- 223

alogue response by using the word overlap ratio. 224

Then, we filter out the examples where the ratio is 225

lower than 0.6 (this number is decided based on a 226

hyper-parameter search among {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 227

0.8}). Also having responses be too knowledgeable 228

could make it less engaging. Therefore, we also 229

filter out the examples where the ratio is higher 230

than 0.9 since we expect the response to contain 231
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information other than the knowledge. After the232

filtering, to ensure that our approach does not de-233

pend on the dialogue context, we randomly select234

n samples from the rest of the dialogue examples.235

These selected n samples will be later constructed236

as prompts and used for the response generation.237

Response Generation Aside from the ability to238

leverage the generated knowledge, another essen-239

tial skill for the dialogue model is to have the ability240

to chat based on the dialogue context. To equip our241

model with this skill, we focus on constructing in-242

tuitive prompts for the selected examples and feed243

them into the LM. The constructed prompts for244

the selected examples and inputs are illustrated in245

Figure 3. For prompts from the selected examples,246

we use “System:” and “User:” to connect different247

turns in the dialogue history, and “We know that:”248

and “System replies:” are used to introduce the249

knowledge and response, respectively. For prompts250

from the current conversation (i.e., inputs), we fol-251

low the same template except that we keep the252

response empty for the pretrained LM to generate.253

After the prompt construction, we concatenate254

the prompts for selected samples and the inputs255

using “\n”, and then feed them into the pretrained256

LM to generate the response. Similar to what we257

have described in Section 2.1, we consider the gen-258

erated sentence before “\n” as the response.259

3 Experimental Setup260

3.1 Datasets261

We evaluate our model using two knowledge-262

grounded dialogue datasets: Wizard of Wikipedia263

(WoW) (Dinan et al., 2018) and Wizard of Internet264

(WoI) (Komeili et al., 2021).265

WoW uses Wikipedia as the knowledge base and266

covers a wide range of topics (1365 in total). Its267

test dataset is split into two subsets: test seen and268

test unseen. Each data sample has a chosen topic,269

a dialogue history, a ground truth knowledge sen-270

tence, and a corresponding dialogue response. The271

dialogue topics in the test seen subset appear in the272

training dataset, while the topics in the test unseen273

subset do not. Different from WoW, the collection274

of WoI is grounded on the whole Internet, which275

covers a wider range of topics than Wikipedia.276

In the experiments, we only use the training set277

of WoW (as the database) for the sample selection278

of our prompting framework. All the models (our279

model and baselines) do not use any training sam-280

ple from WoI, and we directly evaluate them on the 281

test set of WoI. The motivation for doing this is 282

to test how well our model can generalize to the 283

unseen scenario where topics do not exist in the 284

database. The topics in the WoW test unseen set 285

do not exist in the database, and only 5.76% of 286

topics in the WoI test set exist in the database. We 287

calculate the 13-gram overlap (Brown et al., 2020) 288

between the knowledge used in WoI test set and the 289

database, and find the overlap is as little as 0.39%. 290

3.2 Baselines for Knowledge Generation 291

DPR DPR, Dense Passage Retriever (Karpukhin 292

et al., 2020), is the state-of-the-art retrieval model. 293

To make DPR fit into the dialogue scenario, we 294

finetune it on the training dataset of WoW. Con- 295

cretely, it is finetuned to map the dialogue context 296

(topic and dialogue history pair) and corresponding 297

ground truth knowledge into similar vector space.3 298

FKG FKG denotes the finetuning-based knowl- 299

edge generation. We use the training dataset of 300

WoW to finetune the LM. Concretely, the input is a 301

concatenation of a topic and dialogue history, and 302

the LM is finetuned to generate relevant knowledge. 303

We use FKG as a baseline to compare the perfor- 304

mance of the knowledge generation between the 305

prompt-based and finetuning-based methods. 306

3.3 Baselines for Response Generation 307

PPLM PPLM denotes the plug and play lan- 308

guage model (Dathathri et al., 2019). We choose 309

it as a baseline because our MSDP can be consid- 310

ered as using topics to control the LM to generate 311

responses, and PPLM, which does not need fine- 312

tuning either, can be also used to control LMs for 313

topic-relevant generation. We follow Madotto et al. 314

(2020) and use dialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) for 315

PPLM to enable the response generation. We use 316

ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) to produce topic- 317

relevant bag-of-words for the response generation. 318

FCM w/ DPR FCM denotes the finetuning- 319

based conversational model. We use the training 320

dataset of WoW to finetune the LM. This baseline 321

has the same pipeline as that of our MSDP. Instead 322

of doing prompting, it uses DPR for producing the 323

knowledge and FCM to generate a response. 324

FCM w/ FKG This baseline follows the same 325

setting as FCM w/ DPR, except that we use FKG 326

instead of DPR to produce knowledge. 327

3The details of this finetuning is placed in Appendix F.
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Models
Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen) Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen) Wizard of Internet

B M R-L F1 B M R-L F1 B M R-L F1

DPR (seen) 18.32 12.82 21.91 24.86 8.09 6.80 12.04 13.71 2.37 3.90 5.73 7.03
DPR (wiki) 9.95 9.27 15.11 18.42 10.06 9.80 15.46 18.24 3.49 5.36 7.35 9.16
FKG 21.08 14.61 25.57 27.83 9.01 8.26 15.61 16.07 3.45 4.69 6.55 7.14

MSDP-KG† 23.68 15.93 27.88 31.55 11.54 10.53 19.05 20.15 5.20 7.38 10.47 11.12

Table 1: Results of automatic metrics for the knowledge generation/retrieval models across three datasets. B, M,
and R-L denote the averaged BLEU, METEOR, and ROUGE-L, respectively. DPR (seen) can only access the
knowledge in the training dataset of WoW, while DPR (wiki) can access all the knowledge in Wikipedia. †We
use “-KG” to denote the knowledge generation part of MSDP (same for the following tables). Both FKG and
MSDP-KG use a 126m LM to match the size of DPR, which is based on a 110m LM.

Models Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen) Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen) Wizard of Internet
Relevance Correctness Combination Relevance Correctness Combination Relevance Correctness Combination

DPR (110m) 3.39 4.00 3.39 3.38 4.00 3.38 2.79 4.00 2.79
MSDP-KG (126m) 3.76* 3.71 3.59* 3.80* 3.19 3.12 3.60* 2.93 2.83
MSDP-KG (357m) 3.79* 3.80 3.69* 3.84* 3.56* 3.47 3.74* 3.29* 3.21*
MSDP-KG (1.3b) 3.81* 3.90* 3.72* 3.89* 3.72* 3.62* 3.77* 3.51* 3.38*
MSDP-KG (530b) 3.88* 3.96* 3.84* 3.92* 3.94* 3.87* 3.81* 3.84* 3.70*

Table 2: Human evaluations for the knowledge generation/retrieval models. We compare MSDP-KG with DPR
(seen) on the WoW (seen) dataset, and DPR (wiki) on the WoW (unseen) and WoI datasets. We directly use a score
of 4 to rate the correctness of the knowledge retrieved by DPR since all knowledge in the database is correct. For
relevance and combination, we conduct a t-test between MSDP-KG and DPR. For the correctness, we conduct a
t-test between MSDP-KG (357m-530b) and MSDP-KG (126m). * denotes the result is significant at p < 0.05.

3.4 Automatic Evaluation328

For evaluating both knowledge generation329

and response generation, we follow previous330

works (Rashkin et al., 2019; Dinan et al., 2018;331

Prabhumoye et al., 2021) to evaluate the generated332

sentences against the reference sentences on333

averaged BLEU (an average of BLEU-1,2,3,4) (Pa-334

pineni et al., 2002), ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004),335

METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011), and336

unigram F1. Additionally, we follow Komeili et al.337

(2021) to use knowledge F1 (KF1) to evaluate the338

knowledgeability of the response generation.339

3.5 Human Evaluation340

Knowledge Generation For evaluating the qual-341

ity of the knowledge generation, we use relevance,342

correctness, and a combination of the two met-343

rics. To evaluate the relevance, we provide anno-344

tators with the topic and dialogue, as well as the345

model-produced knowledge, and ask them to rate346

how relevant the knowledge is to the topic and di-347

alogue on a scale from 1 to 4, where 1 means not348

relevant at all, 2 is only a little relevant, 3 is some-349

what relevant, and 4 is highly relevant. To evaluate350

the correctness, we provide the annotators with the351

topic and the model-generated knowledge, and ask352

them to rate how correct the knowledge is on a353

scale from 1 to 4, where 1 is not correct at all, 2354

is less than half is correct, 3 is half and more than 355

half is correct, and 4 is all correct. 356

In addition, given that the overall quality of the 357

knowledge depends on both relevance and correct- 358

ness, we calculate a combination score based on the 359

minimum between the relevance and correctness 360

for each evaluated sample: 361

combination = min(relevance, correctness). 362

We use minimum instead of average or maximum 363

because both relevance and correctness are indis- 364

pensable for the quality of the knowledge. 365

Response Generation For evaluating the quality 366

of the response generation, we use relevance, en- 367

gagement, and knowledgeability. To evaluate the 368

relevance, we provide the annotators with a topic 369

and dialogue history, as well as a pair of generated 370

responses from two models and ask them to choose 371

which is more relevant to both topic and dialogue 372

history. For engagement and knowledgeability, we 373

provide the annotators with the same samples as for 374

relevance, and ask them to choose which is more 375

engaging and knowledgeable, respectively. For all 376

these metrics, we let annotators choose a tie when 377

the quality is comparable.4 378

4We put the human evaluation setup in the Appendix E,
and the generation samples are in Appendix D.
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Models Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen) Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen) Wizard of Internet
B M R-L F1 KF1 B M R-L F1 KF1 B M R-L F1 KF1

PPLM 2.08 4.89 6.32 11.40 6.63 2.15 4.86 6.30 11.38 6.77 1.78 4.58 5.70 9.83 4.48
FCM w/ DPR (seen) 8.72 8.40 14.91 17.40 17.13 6.51 6.88 12.12 13.71 11.54 4.06 6.27 9.17 12.90 7.38
FCM w/ DPR (wiki) 7.36 7.63 13.65 16.00 13.80 6.98 7.43 13.33 15.46 13.38 4.47 6.65 9.65 13.52 7.78
FCM w/ FKG 8.97 8.67 15.36 18.31 18.85 6.73 7.19 12.97 14.68 12.59 4.75 6.56 9.72 13.71 7.89

FCM w/ MSDP-KG 10.17 9.34 16.00 19.45 21.02 7.12 7.70 13.93 16.75 13.96 4.80 6.82 10.21 14.39 8.77
MSDP 9.97 9.95 18.62 17.57 22.95 8.30 8.65 17.40 16.00 16.57 4.66 8.00 9.80 14.09 9.67

Table 3: Results of automatic metrics for the knowledgeable conversational model. Both FKG and MSDP-KG
(associated with FCM) use a 126m LM to match the size of DPR, which is based on a 110m LM. MSDP uses a
357m LM to match the size of FCM, which is also based on a 357m LM.

3.6 Training Details379

The LMs used for our MSDP model, and base-380

lines FKG and FCM are GPT-style (Brown et al.,381

2020) models and are pretrained using the toolkit382

in Shoeybi et al. (2019). PPLM uses dialoGPT-383

medium, which has 355 million parameters (355m).384

The LM in FCM has 357m parameters, and DPR385

consists of two encoders (question encoder and pas-386

sage encoder) with a size of 110m parameters each.387

To test how different model sizes affect the perfor-388

mance, we evaluate our methods with 126m, 357m,389

1.3 billion (1.3b), and 530 billion (530b) parame-390

ters LMs. For the sample selections, we choose 10391

samples for the prompting in the knowledge gen-392

eration, and 20 samples for the prompting in the393

response generation. To ensure a fair comparison,394

we select the top-1 knowledge from the DPR model,395

and we use deterministic greedy search for the gen-396

eration of LM. We use the question encoder of DPR397

as the sentence encoder in the sample selection of398

the knowledge generation. Note that this sentence399

encoder can be replaced with any pretrained model400

(e.g., BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)), and as shown401

in Section 4.3, there is only a marginal difference402

between using BERT and DPR’s question encoder403

(about 0.5 F1 for the dialogue response generation).404

4 Results405

In this section, we compare our framework with406

baselines for the knowledge and response genera-407

tion. Then, we conduct ablation studies to further408

analyze the effectiveness of our framework.409

4.1 Knowledge Generation410

We first analyze how DPR performs when differ-411

ent sizes of databases are available. From Table 1,412

we can see that in the WoW (seen) scenario, DPR413

(seen) can retrieve generally better knowledge com-414

pared to DPR (wiki) since the corpus size for DPR415

(wiki) is much larger. This further confirms that 416

larger database makes retrieval of relevant infor- 417

mation more difficult DPR as shown in Reimers 418

and Gurevych (2021). However, DPR (seen) can- 419

not work in the unseen scenarios (WoW (unseen) 420

and WoI) due to the absence of a topic-relevant 421

knowledge base. Compared to DPR, FKG achieves 422

better results when the topics are covered in the 423

training dataset (WoW (seen)), while its general- 424

ization ability to unseen topics is relatively limited 425

since we can see that DPR (wiki) has better per- 426

formance than FKG in WoW (unseen) and WoI. 427

Our approach, MSDP-KG, demonstrates a power- 428

ful generalization ability to unseen topics, which 429

leads to better results across the three datasets com- 430

pared to all the baselines. 431

To evaluate the generation quality, we compare 432

MSDP-KG with DPR using human evaluation, and 433

the results are shown in Table 2. We find that 434

MSDP-KG (126m) can generate much more rel- 435

evant knowledge compared to DPR (with more 436

than 10% improvement in the relevance score). In 437

addition, MSDP-KG (126m) can produce gener- 438

ally correct knowledge in WoW (seen) since it can 439

refer to the knowledge in similar topics, which 440

leads to a better combination score than DPR (a 441

5.8% improvement). Meanwhile, its generation 442

correctness is somewhat limited in WoW (unseen) 443

and WoI, which can be attributed to the relatively 444

small model size and the pretraining corpus. We no- 445

tice that MSDP-KG (126m) also achieves a better 446

combination score in WoI due to a very significant 447

improvement in the relevance score. This is be- 448

cause the knowledge base for DPR is limited in the 449

Wikipedia domain, which lowers its generalization 450

ability to a wider range of topics on the Internet. 451

Furthermore, we observe that larger LMs bring 452

improvements on all metrics. MSDP-KG (357m) 453

can outperform DPR in all datasets for the combina- 454

tion score. We find that larger LMs can also bring 455
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Model A Rele. Enga. Know. Model B
Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen)

M (357m) 41.5 - 40.0 43.7 - 38.5 50.4 - 37.8 F (357m)
M (1.3b) 48.9 - 40.0 47.8 - 37.8 47.8 - 35.6 M (357m)
M (530b) 54.4 - 41.1 53.3 - 41.1 51.1 - 42.2 M (1.3b)

Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen)

M (357m) 39.3 - 40.0 46.7 - 43.0 48.9 - 37.8 F (357m)
M (1.3b) 50.0 - 38.9 51.1 - 41.1 46.7 - 41.1 M (357m)
M (530b) 52.2 - 42.2 51.1 - 40.0 50.0 - 38.9 M (1.3b)

Wizard of Internet

M (357m) 42.2 - 43.7 41.5 - 40.7 44.4 - 39.3 F (357m)
M (1.3b) 51.1 - 42.2 50.0 - 38.9 44.4 - 41.1 M (357m)
M (530b) 54.4 - 38.9 52.2 - 42.2 56.7 - 38.9 M (1.3b)

Table 4: Human evaluation results on the dialogue mod-
els in terms of relevance (Rele.), engagement (Enga.),
and knowledgeability (Know.). M denotes the MSDP
and F denotes the FCM w/ DPR (DPR (seen) for WoW
(seen), and DPR (wiki) for WoW (unseen) and WoI).
For each number pair, the left number denotes the win
rate for model A and the right one for model B. Note
that the numbers in each pair might not sum to 100
since the annotators can choose “tie”.

significant improvement on the correctness score456

(e.g., 357m improves over 126m by 11.5% in WoW457

(unseen)). Moreover, MSDP-KG (530b) achieves458

a 3.94 correctness score for WoW (unseen), which459

means about 95% of the generations are all correct.460

4.2 Response Generation461

The automatic metrics for conversational models462

are shown in Table 3. We notice that PPLM does463

not perform as well as the other models for this464

task since it does not explicitly use the relevant465

knowledge for the response generation. For the466

FCM-based models, we find that a better knowl-467

edge generation leads to a performance improve-468

ment as does a better retrieval model. “FCM w/469

MSDP-KG” outperforms baseline models. Inter-470

estingly, our MSDP also generally outperforms471

the FCM-based baselines on different automatic472

metrics, especially the KF1 score. For example,473

compared to “FCM w/ DPR (wiki)”, MSDP has a474

3.19 higher KF1 score in WoW (unseen) and a 1.89475

higher KF1 score in WoI. This can be attributed to476

the sample selection for the response generation,477

which selects knowledgeable responses that are478

highly based on the knowledge sentence. We also479

observe that MSDP achieves comparable results to480

the “FCM w/ MSDP-KG”, which further illustrates481

the effectiveness of our proposed framework.482

The human evaluations from Table 4 further483

confirms the effectiveness of MSDP. Compared484

Models
WoW (Seen) WoW (Unseen)

B M R-L F1 B M R-L F1

MSDP-KG 24.5 16.4 28.7 33.2 12.4 11.1 19.6 22.0
w/ BERT 23.1 15.5 27.3 31.1 12.1 10.5 19.0 21.2
w/ random 12.9 9.72 17.6 18.8 9.85 10.1 17.5 19.8
w/o topic 21.5 14.2 25.3 27.2 7.37 6.86 13.3 14.2

Table 5: Ablation studies for the knowledge generation,
in terms of the sentence encoder (w/ BERT), sample
selection method (w/ random), and the importance of
the input topic (w/o topic). The size of the LM is 357m.

Models
Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen)

B M R-L F1 KF1

MSDP 8.30 8.65 17.40 16.00 16.57
w/ BERT 8.13 8.38 17.16 15.51 16.13
w/ random 5.56 6.50 16.48 14.32 13.13
w/o topic 6.32 7.17 15.70 13.06 11.77

Table 6: Ablation studies for the response generation,
in terms of the sentence encoder in the knowledge gen-
eration, sample selection method, and the importance
of an input topic. The size of the LM is 357m.

to “FCM w/ DPR”, MSDP can generate relevant 485

responses, and more engaging and knowledgeable 486

responses. For WoW (seen) and WoW (unseen), 487

MSDP has more a than 10% higher win rate in 488

terms of knowledgeability, and about 3% to 5% 489

higher win rate in terms of the engagement. 490

Furthermore, we observe that larger LMs gener- 491

ally improve on response relevance, engagement, 492

and knowledgeability by about 10% win rate. 493

4.3 Ablation Studies 494

Sentence Encoder In the sample selection of the 495

knowledge generation, we obtain the similarity 496

based on the DPR’s question encoder, and we in- 497

vestigate how effective the generation will be if 498

we replace the question encoder with a simpler 499

model, like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). From Ta- 500

ble 5, using BERT as the sentence encoder achieves 501

comparable performance to using DPR’s question 502

encoder. Also, from Table 6, we can see that using 503

BERT in MSDP-KG only slightly lowers the per- 504

formance in the response generation. These results 505

confirms the effectiveness of our proposed method. 506

Sample Selection We study the effectiveness of 507

our sample selection methods in both knowledge 508

generation and response generation by using the 509

random selection as a comparison. From Table 5, 510

we can see that using randomly selected samples 511

consistently decreases the performance in all met- 512

rics. Since the random selection does not leverage 513
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Figure 4: Effectiveness for different numbers of sam-
ples for the knowledge generation (top) and response
generation (bottom). The size of the LM is 357m, and
the results are from WoW (unseen).

the information from the database, the performance514

drop is especially significant in WoW (seen). In515

addition, from Table 6, “MSDP” significantly out-516

performs “MSDP w/ random” in all metrics, which517

confirms the effectiveness our proposed sample se-518

lection for the response generation.519

Importance of Input Topic In our framework,520

a topic is a part of the input. To investigate the521

effectiveness of using a topic, we remove the input522

topic from the knowledge generation and response523

generation. As shown in both Table 5 and Table 6,524

we can see that providing a topic in the input is im-525

portant, especially for the unseen scenario, where526

we observe a 7 F1-score decrease for “MSDP-KG527

w/o topic” in WoW (unseen).528

Number of Samples for Prompting We further529

study how sample size affects the prompting perfor-530

mance. From Figure 4 (top), the number of samples531

will not significantly affect the knowledge genera-532

tion. Interestingly, the performance of knowledge533

generation starts to slightly drop when sample size534

increases from 10. We conjecture that selecting too535

many samples might induce less similar samples to536

the input dialogue context, which could impact the537

performance negatively. As shown in Figure 4 (bot-538

tom), having more samples can slightly bring better539

responses. This is because, with more samples as540

references, the LM can better understand how to541

generate responses based on the given knowledge,542

which leads to a higher F1 and KF1 scores.5543

5More ablation studies and results of automatic metrics for
the model scaling are in the Appendix A, B, and C.

5 Related Work 544

Knowledge & Prompting Pretrained LMs are 545

shown to possess commonsense knowledge (Davi- 546

son et al., 2019; Bosselut et al., 2019; Rajani et al., 547

2019; Zhou et al., 2020), and can be prompted to 548

do cloze questions (Petroni et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 549

2020; Brown et al., 2020; Shin et al., 2020; Schick 550

and Schütze, 2021; Qin and Eisner, 2021), ques- 551

tion answering (Brown et al., 2020; Patwary et al., 552

2021), etc. Despite the extensive research hav- 553

ing explored the knowledge in LMs, little research 554

has focused on directly generating context-relevant 555

knowledge from LMs. 556

Recently, Zheng and Huang (2021) and Madotto 557

et al. (2021), in concurrent works to ours, pro- 558

posed to prompt LMs for the dialogue gener- 559

ation. Different from them, we focus on the 560

knowledge-grounded scenario and propose a multi- 561

stage prompting framework to leverage the inherent 562

knowledge in LMs. 563

Knowledge-grounded Dialogues Grounding di- 564

alogue responses based on a knowledge base is 565

emerging as an important step in research of human- 566

machine conversation (Dinan et al., 2018; Zhou 567

et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Moon et al., 2019; 568

Zhao et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; 569

Zhan et al., 2021; Prabhumoye et al., 2021; Komeili 570

et al., 2021). Our proposed framework circumvents 571

the need of LM finetuning and a massive knowl- 572

edge base, which current models typically rely on. 573

6 Conclusion 574

We propose a novel multi-stage dialogue prompting 575

framework which consists of a first-stage prompt- 576

ing for the knowledge generation and a second- 577

stage prompting for the response generation. Both 578

automatic metrics and human evaluations show 579

that compared to the state-of-the-art retrieval-based 580

model, our knowledge generator can generate bet- 581

ter context-relevant knowledge for both in-domain 582

and out-of-domain dialogue topics. Moreover, our 583

framework is able to produce more knowledgeable 584

and engaging responses compared to the finetuning- 585

based dialogue model. Additionally, we conduct 586

comprehensive ablation studies to show the effec- 587

tiveness of our proposed methods. Furthermore, 588

we scale the LM up to 530 billion parameters and 589

demonstrate that larger LMs consistently improve 590

the generation correctness, and response relevance, 591

knowledgeability, and engagement. 592
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A Perplexity-based Sample Selection823

We investigated another sample selection method824

(i.e., perplexity-based selection) for the knowl-825

edge generation. The knowledge generation using826

perplexity-based selection is depicted in Figure 5.827

The details of this sample selection is described828

as follows. Note that we denote the sample selec-829

tion method for the knowledge generation in the830

main paper (Section 2.1) as the query-based sample831

selection.832

Instead of selecting samples based on the current833

conversation (i.e., query), perplexity-based method834

will complete the sample selection before the in-835

ference, and the selected examples can be used for836

all inputs (i.e, topic and dialogue history pairs).837

Intuitively, using easy to understand prompts (in-838

stead of incomprehensible ones) enables the pre-839

trained language models quickly comprehend the840

task and push it to generate the knowledge that841

is more topic-relevant and factually correct. To842

find comprehensible prompts, we first perform the843

prompt construction6 for each data example in the844

database. We then calculate the perplexity for each845

prompt using a GPT-2 model (Radford et al., 2019)846

and select top-n prompts that have the lowest per-847

plexities.7848

Compared to query-based selection, the prompts849

selected based on perplexities are less relevant to850

the test example, which could generally lead to a851

worse generation quality. However, its advantage852

is that we do not need to select samples from the853

database for every input. Technically, it needs only854

a few easy to understand samples (i.e., 10 samples)855

for prompting.856

B Ablation Studies Results857

In the ablation study, we compare the query-based858

sample selection method (used in MSDP) and the859

perplexity-based sample selection method. We also860

provide the automatic metrics for different model861

sizes. We denote the sample selection method for862

the knowledge generation in the main paper (Sec-863

tion 2.1) as the query-based selection. In the tables,864

we use “ppl.” to denote that the model is using the865

perplexity-based sample selection for the knowl-866

edge generation, and “que.” to denote that the867

6The prompt construction is the same as the query-based
sample selection proposed in the main paper.

7To ensure a fair comparison with the query-based sample
selection in the main paper (Section 2.1), we choose top-10
samples for the perplexity-based sample selection.

Figure 5: Prompting for the knowledge generation us-
ing the perplexity-based sample selection.

Models B M R-L F1
Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen)

FKG 21.08 14.61 25.57 27.83
MSDP-KG (ran.) 8.73 8.56 15.35 16.37
MSDP-KG (ppl.) 9.61 9.48 16.95 17.83
MSDP-KG (que.) 23.68 15.93 27.88 31.55

Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen)

FKG 9.01 8.26 15.61 16.07
MSDP-KG (ran.) 8.89 9.11 16.19 16.42
MSDP-KG (ppl.) 9.94 10.08 17.91 18.44
MSDP-KG (que.) 11.54 10.53 19.05 20.15

Table 7: Ablation study for knowledge generation mod-
els. “ran.” denotes the prompts are randomly selected,
“ppl.” denotes the prompts are selected based on the
lowest perplexity, and “que.” denotes the prompts are
selected based on the query.

model is using the query-based sample selection 868

for the knowledge generation. 869

The ablation studies between perplexity-based 870

sample selection and query-based sample selec- 871

tion are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. We also 872

add finetuning-based knowledge generation (FKG), 873

and sample selection by random into the compari- 874

son to better analyze the perplexity-based sample 875

selection method. 876

Knowledge Generation From Table 7, we 877

can see that perplexity-based selection generally 878

achieves better results across all automatic met- 879

rics compared to the sample selection by random, 880

which confirms the effectiveness of using easy to 881

understand samples for prompting. We find that 882

MSDP-KG (ppl.) performs much worse than FKG 883

in WoW (seen). It is because FKG fully utilize the 884
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Models B M R-L F1 KF1
Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen)

FCM w/ FKG 8.97 8.67 15.36 18.31 18.85
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (ppl.) 6.93 7.67 14.01 16.89 13.59
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (que.) 10.17 9.34 16.60 19.45 21.02
MSDP (ppl.) 8.18 8.43 17.46 15.92 14.73
MSDP (que.) 9.97 9.95 18.62 17.57 22.95

Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen)

FCM w/ FKG 6.73 7.19 12.97 14.68 12.59
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (ppl.) 7.03 7.58 13.81 16.54 13.23
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (que.) 7.12 7.70 13.93 16.75 13.96
MSDP (ppl.) 7.95 8.46 17.14 15.56 15.49
MSDP (que.) 8.30 8.65 17.40 16.00 16.57

Table 8: Ablation study for knowledgeable conversa-
tional models. “MSDP (ppl.)” and “MSDP (que.)”
uses “MSDP-KG (ppl.)” and “MSDP-KG (que.)”, re-
spectively, as the knowledge generator.

knowledge information from the database which885

covers all the topics in WoW (seen), but MSDP-KG886

(ppl.) just uses 10 samples from the database. How-887

ever, MSDP-KG (ppl.) can outperform FKG in888

WoW (unseen), which illustrates the generalization889

ability of perplexity-based selection. Query-based890

sample selection can remarkably outperform the891

perplexity-based sample selection on all metrics. It892

shows that using similar samples to the current con-893

versation is a more effective approach than using894

fixed samples for all inputs.895

Response Generation As shown in Table 8, we896

can see that better knowledge generation methods897

generally bring better response generations. Dia-898

logue models using MSDP-KG (que.) as the knowl-899

edge generator generally outperforms the ones us-900

ing MSDP-KG (ppl.) as the knowledge generator.901

Similar to what we have observed in the knowledge902

generation, “FCM w/ FKG” outperforms “FCM w/903

MSDP-KG (ppl.)” in WoW (seen), since FKG fully904

uses the samples in the database. However, “FCM905

w/ MSDP-KG (ppl.)” can surpass “FCM w/ FKG”906

in WoW (unseen) due to a better generalization907

ability of MSDP-KG (ppl.).908

C Model Scaling Results909

The automatic metrics for knowledge generation910

and response generation in terms of different model911

sizes are shown in Table 9 and Table 10. We ob-912

serve that when the model sizes are comparable,913

MSDP is able to achieve comparable or even better914

results than the “FCM w/ MSDP-KG”. Moreover,915

we find that larger LMs generally bring better re-916

Models B M R-L F1
Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen)

MSDP-KG (126m) 23.68 15.93 27.88 31.55
MSDP-KG (357m) 24.48 16.37 28.74 33.16
MSDP-KG (1.3b) 25.62 17.18 29.66 34.52
MSDP-KG (530b) 27.45 19.34 33.09 35.73

Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen)

MSDP-KG (126m) 11.54 10.53 19.05 20.15
MSDP-KG (357m) 12.38 11.10 19.64 21.98
MSDP-KG (1.3b) 13.49 11.94 20.68 23.65
MSDP-KG (530b) 18.50 15.15 25.87 29.40

Table 9: Ablation study for MSDP-KG (que.) on differ-
ent model sizes.

sults across all metrics for both knowledge gener- 917

ation and response generation. Furthermore, the 918

530b LM significantly improves the results across 919

metrics for WoW (unseen), which confirms the 920

strong generation ability of the 530B LM. The rel- 921

atively small improvement made by the 530B LM 922

in WoW (seen) is because MSDP (1.3b) has al- 923

ready achieved good performance, making it more 924

difficult to improve upon it. 925

D Generation Examples 926

We provide a few generation examples for FCM 927

w/ DPR (wiki), MSDP (357m), MSDP (1.3b), and 928

MSDP (530b) (shown in Table 11, 12, and 13). The 929

samples are selected from WoW (unseen) and WoI. 930

E Human Evaluation 931

E.1 Human Evaluation Setup 932

Both knowledge generation and response genera- 933

tion are evaluated on Amazon Mechanical Turk 934

(AMT). We set up all evaluations as independent 935

AMT tasks to ensure the tasks do not influence 936

each other. To reduce the noise in our labeling pro- 937

cess, we only accepted workers with an approval 938

rating over 95% and who have over 1k accepted 939

jobs. Each worker was asked to annotate 10 cases 940

at a time, and we added one control case (very easy 941

to annotate) among them. If a worker provides 942

the wrong judgement for the control case, their an- 943

notations were discarded. We randomly sample 944

90 cases for each model in each dataset, and then 945

calculate the averaged score for each metric. 946

E.2 Human Evaluation Interface 947

We provide the interfaces used for human evalua- 948

tions, which are shown from Figure 6 to Figure 10. 949
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Models B M R-L F1 KF1
Wizard of Wikipedia (Seen)

FCM w/ MSDP-KG (126m) 10.17 9.34 16.60 19.45 21.02
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (357m) 10.27 9.45 16.62 20.03 21.68
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (1.3b) 10.49 9.60 16.93 20.39 22.35
MSDP (357m) 9.97 9.95 18.62 17.57 22.95
MSDP (1.3b) 10.47 11.13 19.88 19.13 29.30
MSDP (530b) 10.83 12.17 20.35 20.45 30.38

Wizard of Wikipedia (Unseen)

FCM w/ MSDP-KG (126m) 7.12 7.70 13.93 16.75 13.96
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (357m) 7.25 7.80 14.03 16.93 14.78
FCM w/ MSDP-KG (1.3b) 7.64 8.07 14.46 17.57 15.98
MSDP (357m) 8.30 8.65 17.40 16.00 16.57
MSDP (1.3b) 8.84 9.16 18.10 17.03 20.39
MSDP (530b) 9.54 11.47 19.26 18.73 25.39

Table 10: Ablation study for knowledgeable conversa-
tional models on different model sizes.

F Details of Finetuning DPR950

F.1 Overview of DPR951

Dense passage retriever (DPR) (Karpukhin et al.,952

2020) uses a dense passage encoder EP (·) which953

maps any text passage to a d-dimensional real-954

valued vectors and builds an index for all the955

passages that we will use for retrieval. At run-956

time, DPR applies a different encoder (question957

encoder), EQ(·), that maps the input question to a958

d-dimensional vector, and retrieves the passages of959

which vectors are the closest to the question vec-960

tor. The similarity between the question and the961

passage is based on the dot product of their vectors.962

F.2 Finetuning on Dialogue Scenario963

DPR is originally pretrained based on the QA964

dataset with the Wikipedia as the knowledge source.965

Since there is a discrepancy between the dialogue966

domain and the QA domain, it could make the967

retrieval ability of DPR not optimal for the dia-968

logue scenario. Therefore, we attempt to construct969

a stronger baseline by finetuning DPR on the dia-970

logue scenario using the training dataset of Wizard971

of Wikipedia (WoW) (Dinan et al., 2018).972

Concretely, we further finetune DPR in the di-973

alogue scenario by following its original training974

procedure, and maximize the dot product similar-975

ity between the dialog example (di) and the corre-976

sponding ground truth knowledge (ki):977

sim(di, ki) = EQ(ti + hi)
ᵀEP (ki),978

where di and ki are training samples in D (training979

dataset of WoW), and di is a concatenation of the980

topic ti and dialogue history hi.981
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Topic: inhaling helium

Conversation:

- I bought a tank for my son’s birthday party. Needless to say, I’ve been doing funny
voices a lot. Do you think I hurt myself?
- If you inhaled straight from the tank, yes! From the balloon is fine.
- I did it from the balloon lol. I have trouble inhaling it for some reason. Is there any
long-term risks with helium inhalation?

FCM w/ DPR (wiki)

Knowledge
Although babies born at full-term are still susceptible to this, they are likely to
respond better and thus, tend to have better outcomes in response to low-oxygen
events.

Response Yes , babies born at full-term are still susceptible to this .

MSDP (357m)
Knowledge Long-term risks for inhaling helium include: shortness of breath.

Response I know that I have never had any problems with helium inhalation .

MSDP (1.3b)

Knowledge
The long-term risks for inhaling helium include: shortness of breath, chest tightness,
and coughing.

Response
Yeah , I know that long term risks for inhaling helium includes shortness of breath,
chest tightness, and coughing.

MSDP (530b)

Knowledge
Long-term inhalation of high concentrations of helium can cause asphyxiation due
to oxygen deprivation.

Response
Yes. Definitely! The biggest danger from inhaling helium is that the oxygen is pushed
out of your lungs and causes asphyxiation due to oxygen deprivation.

Table 11: Example 1
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Topic: Kyoto

Conversation:
- Good morning, this is my first day visiting japan.
- Welcome! You should visit Ancient Kyoto.
- I’ve since kyoto in many animes and would love to see it in person

FCM w/ DPR (wiki)
Knowledge In "Onisarashi-hen", Natsumi Kimiyoshi is the visitor of Okinomiya.

Response I ’m sure you ’ll enjoy it . In the anime , Natsumi Kimiyoshi is the visitor of Okinawa .

MSDP (357m)
Knowledge Kyoto is considered the cultural capital of Japan.

Response Great ! I remember Kyoto is considered the cultural capital of Japan .

MSDP (1.3b)
Knowledge Kyoto is considered the cultural capital of Japan and a major tourist destination.

Response
That’s nice! Kyoto is considered the cultural capital of Japan and a major tourist
destination.

MSDP (530b)
Knowledge Kyoto has many UNESCO World Heritage Sites

Response
Oh it is nice ! you should definitely go ! Kyoto has many UNESCO World Heritage
Sites which you should visit .

Table 12: Example 2

Topic: Online shopping

Conversation: - I love using Amazon , have you tried it ?

FCM w/ DPR (wiki)
Knowledge This would now be referred to as online shopping.

Response Yes , I have tried it . I like that it is now referred to as online shopping .

MSDP (357m)

Knowledge
Online shopping is the process of purchasing goods or services online from a
website or other online store.

Response
Yes I have . I love using Amazon . I know that Online shopping is the process of
purchasing goods or services from a website or other online service provider .

MSDP (1.3b)
Knowledge Online shopping is the use of the Internet to purchase goods and services.

Response
Yes, I love it . I know that online shopping is the use of the Internet to purchase
goods and services .

MSDP (530b)

Knowledge
Online shopping is a form of electronic commerce which allows consumers to directly
buy goods or services from a seller over the Internet using a web browser.

Response
I have . I really love it . It is very convenient since it allows consumers to directly buy
goods or services from a seller over the Internet using a web browser.

Table 13: Example 3
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Figure 6: Knowledge relevance. Note that there are 10 examples in total for one batch. Since all examples follow
the same template, we just put one example to avoid the redundancy in these Figure (Same for others).

Figure 7: Knowledge correctness.

Figure 8: Response relevance.
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Figure 9: Response engagement.

Figure 10: Response knowledgeability.
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